
Adaptive Golf Cart  

45-minute information and training session for new VertaCat and ParaGolf participants. 

Purpose:  Denver Golf is committed to providing equitable and diverse adaptive golf opportunities.  Part 
of this commitment is renting stand up and play golf equipment.  

To promote a safe and fun experience for golfers using this equipment, Denver Golf requires each 
participant to complete a 45-minute information and training session with one of our staff prior to any 
independent use of the cart.  This session will include a personal fitting and instructions for using the 
cart at practice areas and on the golf course.  The participant will acknowledge this information by 
completing a series of signoff statements attesting they understand and can demonstrate safe use of the 
cart.  Users are also required to sign a liability waiver before independently using the VertaCat or 
ParaGolfer cart. 

Cart being trained on today (circle): 

VertaCat  ParaGolfer 

I, ________________________________________________________ (Participant), acknowledge that I  

have been informed on the controls and safe operation of the___________________  

on ___________(Date) and understand and agree to the following items: 

 

OR:  I, _____________________________________________________(Participant), waives this training 
and attest that I have been using a VertaCat or ParaGolfer for the past _______________________years 
and am fully informed on its safe use and operation. Must initial and sign the following items: 

 

Participant Initial 

I will/can: 

__________Power cart off when any making any belt or equipment adjustments and when moving in 
and out of cart. 

__________Secure myself in the cart using cart belts (as applicable) – lap belt, knee belt, and chest belt. 

__________Raise and lower cart and aware of any interference from belts, clothes, golf clubs. 

__________Can stop cart quickly and in an emergency.  

__________Safely navigate cart around fixed objects and tight spaces. 

__________Demonstrate awareness of length of cart and compensate during turns and maneuvering. 

__________Reduce speed for conditions such as hills, obstacles, cars, other carts etc. 

__________Change speed control from lowest setting and back down to safely match conditions such as 
hills and navigating challenging spaces. 



__________Anticipate and respond to slope alert beeping by reducing speed, dropping speed control to 
lowest setting, and safely moving away from slope. 

__________Avoid uneven surfaces and slopes near water, steep bunkers, ditches, wet areas, or other 
areas where it is not possible to maneuver the cart.   

__________Recognize and stay away from areas that are impassible or may damage the cart or cause 
injury to myself. 

__________Demonstrate knowledge of basic golf course etiquette and pace of play. 

__________Ask caddy or playing partner to retrieve errant golf ball shots to keep up with pace of play or 
to place ball in reachable and maneuverable distance to cart.   

__________Maneuver cart on green with no disturbance to turf and putting surfaces. 

__________Accept financial responsibly for any damage done to the cart while I am using it. 

 

___________________________________________ _______________________________________ 
Signature of Participant     Mailing Address  City           State  Zip 
 
 
__________________________________________ _______________________________________ 
Print Name      Telephone 
 
 
_________________________________________ 
Date   
 

 

Attest: 

Verified____________________________________ (participant) was trained or waived training on the  

VertaCat or ParaGolfer. 

 

By ___________________________print employee name 

 

______________________________employee signature 

 

 _____________Date 


